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A corrigendum on

Failing to get the gist of what’s being said: background noise impairs higher-order cognitive

processing

byMarsh, J. E., Ljung, R., Nöstl, A., Threadgold, E., and Campbell, T. A. (2015). Front. Psychol. 6:548.
doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2015.00548

ERROR IN TABLE

In the original article, there was amistake inTable 1 as published. Due to a tabulation error, the total
number of critical lures recalled was reported incorrectly. The correctedTable 1 appears below. The
authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions of the
article in any way.
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TABLE 1 | Mean recall performance for the four recall measures as a

function of two background conditions (no noise vs. noise) used in the

study.

Dependent measure No noise Noise

M SD M SD

Mean number of spoken

words correctly recalled per

list

10.45 0.67 8.78 0.58

Mean number of spoken

words per theme correctly

recalled per list

4.41 1.09 3.60 0.89

Mean number of themes

correctly recalled per list

2.62 0.34 2.48 0.42

Total number of critical lures

recalled

2.42 0.37 1.46 0.19

Thematic

(Semantic)-clustering (Z

scores)

2.43 0.20 1.95 0.16

Total number of critical lures

recalled

2.42 0.37 1.46 0.19
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